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Strategic workforce planning

All enterprises face the challenge 
of how to make best use of their 
workforce 

Effective workforce planning goes beyond simply forecasting 
headcount, it’s about ensuring that you have the right size workforce, 
with the right skills, the right structure, in the right locations, for the 
right cost. 

Whether you are dealing with market fluctuations, changes in 
vision, mission or direction of an organisation, concerned over skills 
shortages or facing increasing competition to attract talent to your 
organisations, considered workforce planning is an imperative that 
keeps businesses ahead of the curve.

“Optimising your 
most expensive asset, 
your workforce, 
has become one of 
the most important 
capabilities in 
controlling cost 
and increasing 
productivity. It is not 
just important but 
critical for businesses 
today” 



Workforce planning can be a 
challenging and expensive process 
particularly as changes occur 
dynamically across the business. 

To solve this problem BrightBox have developed Workforce - a 
resource supply chain modelling solution that enables organisations 
to make confident strategic resourcing decisions using forecasting, 
modelling and planning tools in a cloud-based application.

Workforce enables our clients to clearly understand their resourcing 
needs and how changes in their talent supply chain will affect cost 
and delivery.

BrightBox’s Workforce solution helps 
our clients...

Understand their resourcing needs across complex and 
diverse enterprises 

Model organisational changes in real time and see the 
impact on delivery

Mature and scale their workforce planning process across 
the business

Eliminate the need for resource heavy excel/access based 
data manipulation and reporting 

Understand the financial implications of strategic resourcing 
decisions



A strategic workforce plan is crucial 
in informing good business decisions 
that enable you to save cost and 
optimise your delivery

Managing this process can be a daunting task whether you’re 
bringing data together from an array of existing applications or 
building your data from scratch. The BrightBox Workforce solution 
enables users to start simple and improve their process over time or 
integrate with existing systems to immediately realise the benefits 
of a mature planning process.

Forecast

• Demand Forecasting – Understand your resourcing needs across a variety 
of demand currencies such as FTEs, days or units 

• Resource Management – Forecast your resourcing capabilities across 
multiple locations, skill sets, roles and business units 

• Sourcing Strategy – Optimise the balance and structure of your 
permanent, contingent and outsourced labour sources and forecast the 
impact of attrition/promotions on your headcount to understand your 
recruitment needs

Analyse
• Labour & Demand Cost Analysis – See the actual cost of your workforce 
against the forecast cost by business unit and understand the financial 
impact of changes to your workforce pyramid on your cost to serve

• Skills Capability Matrix – Understand the skills & competencies required to 
meet your demands and where skill gaps/training needs exist within your 
workforce 

• Automation Analytics – Use templates to model replicable tasks to see the 
impact of process changes at a macro level

Optimise
• Strategic & Tactical Data Entry – Edit and manipulate aggregated data 
whilst retaining the relationship with granular detail 

• Collaborative Platform – Allow users to work together across multiple 
sites in real time

• Scenario Modelling – Create multiple scenarios to compare outcomes and 
make the right financial and strategic decisions for your business
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Reduce Cost

• Reduce your dependency on 
contingent labour 

• Make more effective use of 
your existing resource pool and 
skill sets 

• Lower the cost of your 
planning process 

•Drive better commercials with 
3rd parties with long range 
demand forecasting 

Save Time

• React faster by using live data

• User configurable reports 
quickly and easily produce your 
required outputs 

• Use flexible data entry to 
quickly aggregate multiple data 
sources 

• Optimise your lead time 
to source resources through 
confident forecasting

Improve Outcomes

• Identify and react to changing 
business demand 

• Uplift margins through 
improved utilisation 

•Identify training needs and 
skills needed to meet future 
demand 

•Model multiple scenarios 
to identify the best resource 
outcome

Successful workforce planning is 
essential when aligning changing 
organisation needs and people 
strategy. 

Globalisation has increased access to talent and services 
beyond local and even regional pools exposing organisations to 
heightened competition for resources. 

More than ever businesses need greater flexibility and agility to 
adapt to the rapid pace of change. In order to understand which 
resourcing options you should take, when and how delivery and 
cost will be impacted, a considered and co-ordinated approach 
to resourcing is to critical.

Workforce Supply Chain Modelling results in a 
4-10% reduction in the cost of your workforce

Workforce can offer market and industry intelligence and 
help organisations:
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